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^eshman Nominees
,^tion tor Freshman class officers will- take place in the Chapel
1* e ning after the regular exercises.
tiitf "Rations for the Freshman class officers are as follows:
life"
Secretary
H. Mason
j Thompson
E. Moore
B prancis
H. Temple
R Johnwn
Treasurer
.Presnident
Vice
Bishop
E Humphry
Lloyd
> noon
Sigsbee
, Turner
Student Council
H. Fisher
Horton
P. Quimby

wording Machine Aids
Speech And Debaters

VOL. LXVi„ NO. 16.

Varsity Debate Team
Defeats Bowdoin, MIT

I probable that the Speech Department
the
fruits
of
scientific
will buy the classic Shakespearen
more
rr h are made available for the roles on records to study these
*! of Bates College. The Speech speeches in connection with its work.
,fnt has recently purchased a
This year the experiments with the
Recorder, and has installed it Recorder are still in the rudimentary
on the wings of the Little stage. There are a few blank discs
available for those students who want
MS stage
, ,ew apparatus is a rather com- to have their voices tested at a nom.«series of mechanism that Dr. inal cost. Those interested should see
*Z& could probably explain to Miss Schaeffer or Mr. Quimby.
the essential fact is that the
„ speaker talks into a micro- All Debaters
* and what he says is recorded Asked to Record
The Debating Council has purchased
* lank disc, much the same way
' ,shestras and dance bands re- some of these records and asks all
members of the Debate Squad who
„ their pieces.
have not had their voices tested yet
[ 1 Public
to be at the Little Theatre Sunday,
g& System
iihis way the machinery can be at 2 p. m.. with a one minute speech
Ijy a public address system to prepared either orally or written.
There are also plans underway to
,e speaker practice in talking
Li microphone. According to some make recordings of the speeches of
0® in the speeeh class who have the faculty, in order to have a permaM had the opportunity of prac- nent library of their peregrinations.
of 'with the Recorder, it is more Thus, twenty years from now, when
jolt to address a microphone you send your children to Bates "by
Ml than it is to speak to an two, and fours, and eights", they will
have the chance of hearing the classic
In addition to Riving training in talks of faculty members about whom
manner, the Recorder also has they have heard much but whom they
idvantaee of allowing the person have not seen.
And so science staggers on, giving
bear his own voice, his inflections,
fc pronunciation, his mistakes in its results to education, in the internmmar, etc. The language depart- ests of making college students better
im will find the Recorder invaluable able to express themselves in a comj this respect. Furthermore, it is plex world.

Coach Morey Shows Football
IFilms At Men's Coffee Sunday
skied in the Andes and other spots
of interest and that he would have a
wealth of information for Bates skiing enthusiasts. Curtis also announced that Charles C. Peterson, world's
billiard champion, who is at present
on a tour of United States colleges,
will appear here some time in January in conjunction with the Chase
Hall tournament program.
The meeting adjourned to the basement, where coffee and doughnuts
were served, and a general question
period ensued.

aelow this story will be found the economics ballot of the "Brown
n rierald" Poll, which is being conducted throughout the New Eng8011
Colleges.
^airman William Sutherland '40 of the campus social action com"Kasks every student to clip out the ballot below, fill it out and re*"" to the committee. Off-campus students, and other students for
r" it may be convenient, are asked to deposit their ballots in the
**• box which will be placed in front of Hathorn Hall this afternoon.
^tory inmates will hand their ballots to committee representatives
^llows: Rand Hall, Marie Dodge; Cheney House, Maxine Urann;
llll
«i House, Martha French; Whittier House, Betty Kelley; Frye
j?*1 Ffances Coney; Women's Union, Carolyn Stifler; Chase House.
IhtJty Parnpel; Roger Williams, Donald Maggs; John Bertram^Ches|p*Wter; West Parker, John McCue; East Parker, Leonard Clough.
Airman Sutherland is urging students not to fill the ballot out
*%, but to fill it out only after careful consideration of the probI ^^ questions presented, so that answers will be the result of clearUnions of each student.

BALLOT
p
Questions
"Vision by the government of jobs for
0i
* unable to find work in private em-

°f federal measures to support agri^1 prices

li 'Tx

^nization of labor into national unions
mai

ntenance or increase of Tariffs

^ Mother trade barriers
e

further extension of public owner-

Shlpof

Public Utilities

ganiZation

of consumer co-operatives
.1
" tne people exercise through govrtrnent «
"a greater control of production
^ distribution?
SQOQU

Favor

Cross-Examination,
Rebuttals Draw
Praise For Team
The varsity debaters defeated Bowdoin College, Dec. 8, by a 2-1 decision and followed a day later with a
unanimous verdict over Massachusetts Institute of Technology, in an
attempt to retain their league crown.
The first debate, held at Brunswick,
was a discussion of the Ludtow
Amendment in Oregon style. Bates
upheld the affirmative with Donald
Curtis '39 witness, and Frank Coffin
'40 lawyer. The experienced Bowdoin
team included George Little '40 and
Ernest Andrews '40, witness and lawyer, respectively. President Sills of
the Bowdoin Debate Council, was
chairman. The judges were: Prof. Ellis, head of the English department
at the University of Maine; Prof.
Milton Deems of the Bangor Theological Sem.r.iry; and Fred C. Scribner,
Jr., former Dartmouth debater and
now a lawyer in Portland.
The outstanding features of the
contest were Curtis' main presentaiton speech, Adrews' cross-examination, and Coffin's rebuttal.
Several Bates students attended the
debate. The Bowdoin Council gave a
dinner for the debaters, coaches and
judges at the Moulton Union.
The second League debate was held
at the Little Theatre, Saturday evening, before an audience of some 150
students and guests, most of whom
were attracted by the appearance of
MIT, who shared the 1937-38 championship honors with Bates.

Oppose

E001I7

Robinson Group
DOMINICIAN NUNS IN CONVENT PLAY Presents Popular
Play Thurs., Fri.

Name Kadjperooni
To Rhodes Regional

Bates Team

Wdents Act On College
Economics Poll Today

1

PRICE: 10 CENTS

"Cradle Song" Portrays Convent Life

Ira Nahikian '40

Tti wond in a series of "Men's
iCjffees" took place Sunday afternoon
I- the Chase Hall lounge, with Coach
IBive Morey as guest speaker. About
|ar-five men witnessed slow motion
•es of the Bates grid contests
■ Bowdoin, Colby and Maine. These
l^e interspersed with running comIfc'j by the coach.
[*k Curtis announced that he hop1 secure Johnny Litchfield, noted
l-wr. as speaker for some date in the
pre He said that Litchfield had
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Supurior

In this debate the negative team,
composed of Hoosag Kadjperooni '39
as witness and Mary Gazonsky '39 as
lawyer, had a superior case and better arguments. The Tech team, Samuel Omansky and Martin Ernst, spoke
well but showed a lack of experience
with the Oregon style of discussion.
The highlight of the debate was the
cross-examination led by Mary Gazonsky, which was all the more unusual
in view of the fact that only a few
hours before she could scarcely talk
because of a severe case of laryngitis.
Coach Brooks Quimby had Prank Coffin make hasty preparations to step
into her place, and it was not known
whether he would have to substitute
for her until the speakers took the
platform.
The judges were: Mr. Delwyn Dusenbury, instructor in the Department
of Speech at the University of Maine;
Mr. James Philoon, a local attorney;
and Mr. Ralph Young of Deering High
School in Portlitfd. An Open Forum
for the audienc° was directed by the
practicing office.r, Henry M. Farnum
•39, after the debate.
The next round of League debates
will be held after mid-years.

Novelist Is Guest
At Stu G Banquet
Miss Phyllis Bottome, English
novelist and lecturer, was the guest
of the Student Government Association at their annual banquet which
was held in her honor in Fiske Dining Hall on Monday evening, Dec. 12,
at 6:15. Escorted in by the Student
Government Board the other guests
included Miss Bottome's husband, A.
E. Forbes-Dennis, Pres. and Mrs.
Gray, Miss Hazel M. Clark, Mr. and
Mrs. Buschmann, and Mr. and Mrs.
Sweet,
The dining room was decorated with
red and green, the Christmas motif
being carried throughout the centerpieces and the programs. The invocation was given by Pres. Gray. Following the dinner, during which music was furnished by the string too,
consisting of Carol Storm '41, Stella
Clifford '41 and Marita Dick '39, Helen
Martikainen introduced M.ss Bottome
who spoke on "The Hope of Democracy".
The committee in charge of the
JJuet included Dorothy Gary '89,
who was the chairman, Bertha Fememan W, R«th Gray '40 and Dorothy
Dole '41.

Hoosag Kadjperooni "39 is one of
two Maine students selected out of
ten contestants in the Maine State
Rhodes Scholar contest, from the examinations given yesterday in Augusta. Kadjperooni, along with Trafford of the University of Maine, will
be eligible to take the regional examinations in the Hotel Belleveau in
Boston, Saturday. Ten students, representing all four Maine colleges, tool:
the examinations, which were mainly
on attitudes and philosophy.
Members of the examining committee were: President Johnson, Colby
College; Professor Ashby, University
of Maine; Professor Reynolds, Uni"erity of Maine; Professor Means,
Bowdoin College; and Professor McGee, Bates College.

Bottome Talk Veers
To Nazi Question
A near capacity audience listened
to Miss Phyllis Bottome, widely
known lecturer and novelist, in the
third program of the lecture and concert series Monday night. The audience, including many of the faculty
and student body, listened to the formal lecture and participated in the
discussion that followed.
Although interest was shown in the
formal part of the lecture, on the subject, "Love and Marriage", by far
the greatest interest and activity was
evinced in the discussion that followed, when Miss Bottome warmed up to
her favorite subject, that of the Nazi
Regime in Germany.
As she and her husband, Captain
Arthur E. Forbes-Dennis, have recently returned from Germany and
Austria, they were able to give first
hand information on conditions in
Nazi Germany, and were patient and
gracious in answering the volumes of
questions that came from the audience.
An aggressive defense was the keynote of Miss Bottome's idea of the
effective policy for democracies
against fascist nations. She believes
that democracies should take the upper hand, and by force if necessary,
to crush the dictatorships, before they
completely dominated the rest of the
civilized world. She said "Americans
should be glad they live in a country
where it is still possible for people
to disagree.
In the formal part of her lecture,
Miss Bottome declared at the outset
that one of the greatest difficulties
in securing happiness in marriage is
that people" are reluctant to reason
their problems objectively. She then
proceeded to examine the aims of human love which lead in wrong directions by viewing them objectively. In
conclusion she mentioned the ideal
situation, one in which both parties
employ the golden rule.

Dr. Zerby To Speak At
Christmas Vesper Service
Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby of the Religion department will appear as a
speaker here on campus for the last
time this college year when he delivers his address at the Seventh Annual Christmas Vesper at 4:30 Sunday afternoon. Dr. Zerby will depart
for Scotland on a leave of absence
shortly before Christmas and will not
return to his classes until next September.
Stella Clifford '41, soprano, and
Margaret Shaw '40, contralto, will
sing, while the musicians for the service include Margaret Mendall '41,
flutist, and Paul Wright '41, organist The Choral Society, conducted
by Prof. Seldon T. Crafts, will render
"Sleepers Wake, a Voice is CaHtag''.
"Holy Angels Singing", and Little
Jesus of Braga".
Christmas carols will be played
over the amplification system from
4:15 to 4:30, with Paul Wright at the
organ.
A collection will be taken to help
defray the expenses of the service.

Debaters Speak At
Local College Club
The College Club of Lewiston and
Auburn, under the presidency of Mrs.
Ruth Morey Coffin, Bates 1914, had
an opportunity to hear the two leading debate teams in the Eastern Intercollgiate Debate League last
Wednesday evening. Under the auspices of the Bates Speakers' Bureau
the two Bates teams put on a practice debate as part of an evening's
program. Those taking part were
Hoosag Kadjperooni '39, Mary Gazonsky '40, Donald Curtis '39, and Frank
Coffin "40.
The Speakers' Bureau has become
increasingly active this year under
the leadership of Caroline Pulsifer
'39. Recently they have had published a new and attractive booklet announcing the general purpose of the
club and the arrangement under
which speakers can be secured. These
have been distributed to various high
schools, churches, and granges of this
locality.
The Bureau sponsored a piogram,
Dec. 7, at Leavitt Institute in Turner
Center, entitled "College Though the
Eye of the Undergraduate". Chairman of the program was Leighton
Dingley '39. The schedule of speeches
was as follows: Ira Nahikian '40, the
college classroom curriculum; Don
Pomeroy '40, athletics in college;
Carolyn Hayden '40, the social side
of college life; and Eric Lindell '40,
extra-curricuar activities of the college.
Recently the Bureau sent Eugene
Foster '39, Irving Friedman '39 and
Eric Lindell '40 to Lisbon High School
where they acted as judges at a prize
speaking contest. Ruth Gray '40 will
speak in Windham soon on "The War
of Today".
The completed schedule of the Bureau has not as yet been announced,
but if there are those who wish to
appear on the list of speakers they
should see Professor Brooks Quimby
at once about an appointment when he
will listen to the speech. All appointments must be made before Christmas.

Topham Plays Santa
At First Tea Dance
Ninety couples attended the first tea
dance of the year sponsored by the
Lambda Alpha club, Friday afternoon.
Chase Hall was gaily decorted with
Christmas bells and wreaths in red
and silver and brightly ornamented
Christmas trees. Albert Topham '41,
dressed as Santa Claus, distributed
the favors, small corsages of white
chrysanthemums and red roses.
General chairman for the affair was
Patience Hershon '39, assisted by a
committee composed of Ruth Allen
"39, Annette Barry "40, Jean Ryder
'41 and Jane Seavey '42. The chaperones included Pres. and Mrs. Gray,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rowe, Dr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Fisher, Miss Mabel Eaton
and Dr. Edwin Wright. Dean Hazel
Clark and Mrs. Rosa Foster poured.
Music was furnished by the Bobeats.

A Dominican convent will serve as
the background for the Robinson
Players' production, "The Cradle
Sons", by Maria and Gregario Martinez Sierra, which is to be presented
tomorrow and Friday evenings in the
Little Theatre at 8:00 o'clock, under
the direction of Miss Lavinia Schaeffer, assisted by Roberta Smith '39. In
the convent of Enclosed Dominican
Xuns, an air of sanctity prevails at
all times. Although the play is quiet,
serene and staid, there is a note of
humor that creeps in to give it life,
and an emotional out-flow that has
charmed audiences the world over. It
is little wonder that the play, originally written in Spanish, has found
its way into all the major languages
of the world.
Play Often
Given in U. S.
Its introduction to the American
stage occurred in New York at the
Times Square Theatre, 1921. Outstanding in the history of its performances is the interpretation given the
character of Sister Joanna of the
Cross by Eva L. Gallienne. During
that time it was presented at the
Civic Reperatory Theatre, New York,
in 1927, and has been presented there
The Christmas edition of the
over one hundred and fifty times
"Bates Buffoon" goes on sale Frisince.
day of this week, it was disclosed
The play fits into no special period
furtively by Editor Stanley '39.
of history, and except for technical
This issue features a novel cover
points is hampered by no barriers of
and the new Hollywood page.
time. It is a play or all ages since the
Also especially stressed by
birth of Christ and might as well have
Stanley in this isue are stories by
taken place fifty years ago as today.
Suraner Tapper '40, Frank Coffin
The cast is as follows:
'40, and the usual candid shots
Sister Sagrario — Virginia Yeomass
and sport? pages.
'40; Marjorie Moulton '41
The February issue of the "BufSister Marcella—Beatrice Wilson '42;
foon" will be the present staff's
Barbara Barsantee '42
last, and plans are tentative for
The Prioress—Cassie Poshkus '40
making this a spectacular finale.
Sister Joanna of the Cross—
Luella Manter '39
Mistress of the Novices—
Constance Roy '41
The Vicaress—Marguerite Shaw '40
Sister Tornera—Ladora Davis '40
Sister Inez—Rowena Fairchild '41
Bradford Washburn, noted moun Doctor—Henry Farnum '39
taineer and explorer, has been engag- Sister Maria Jesus—
ed to take the place of Bruce BairnsPriscilla Hall '40
father, lecturer originally scheduled Teresa—Lois Wells '39
to speak Jan. 16, in the regular lec- Antonio—George Kirwin '42
ture and concert series, it was an- Monitors and Lay Sister — Frances
nounced yesterday by Prof. August
Cooper '42, Barbara Barsantee '42,
Buschmann. Mr. Washburn will apMarjorie Moulton '41, Virginia Yeopear Monday, Jan. 23.
mans '40, Beatrice Wilson '42
In addition to his lecture, Mr
(The girls who are listed as playWashburn, regularly an instructor at
ing
the parts of Sisters Sagrario and
Harvard, will show motion pictures
Marcella
will alternate the second
of places he has explored. These
night with those playing the parts of
films are acknowledged to be among
the Lay Sisters.)
the best mountaineering pictures ever
taken.
Bairnsfather, English humorist and
cartoonist, was compelled by serious
illness to cancel his intended tour of
Amerian colleges.
The annual Chistmas patry of the
Bates Round Table will be held at
8:00 in Chase Hall, Monday, Dec. 19.
The program committee, consisting
of Mrs. George Ramsdell, Mrs. Karl
Donald F. Williams "39, managing Woodcock, Mrs. Anders Myhrman,
Mr. and Mrs. John Curtis, have planeditor of the STUDENT, goes with
the Garnet basketball squad on its ned the meeting centering around the
four game trip this week, to cover the singing of Christmas carols. Dr. Brigames for the Lewiston Sun-Journal. tan is in charge of the men's group,
Mrs. Seldon Crafts and Mrs. Raymond
He will also cover the first three
Kendall of the women's, and Dr. and
games for Tuesday's issue of the
Mrs. William Thomas are leading the
STUDENT.
mixed group. An explanation of the
It has also been announced by origin of some of the carols will be
Christian K. Madison "39 that radio given.
station WCOU will broadcast the
The hosts and hostesse will be: Dr.
scores of the games each night in its
regular news broadcast from 11 to and Mrs. William Whitehome, Mr.
and Mrs. Kendall, Dr. and Mrs.
11:15.
Thomas, Mrs. Margaret Bisbee and
Miss Iva Foster.

Novel Xmas Cover
On Friday's 'Buffoon'

Noted Explorer Is
Next Series Speaker

■

Round Table Group
Arranges Xmas Party

Williams To Report
On Basketball Trip

Thompson Improved
Greatly, Says Doctor Give Sports Awards
Richard Thompson '41, who is
in the Central Maine General hospital recovering from a head injury received while at last Thursday's Varsity Club initiation program, is very much" improved, it
was disclosed last night by Dr.
Gard W. Twaddl*. his physician.
No X-rays of the injury have
been taken yet, he said, but will
be taken within the next day or
two. Although his condition is
greatly improved, it will not be
advisable for him to receive visitors until the end of the week.
Dick wishes to express his appreciation for the many flowers
and cards sent.

At Assembly Thurs.
A special assembly will be held
Thursday morning at 8:40 for the
purpose of awarding varsity and
freshman letters. This assembly will
take place in the gymnasium and students are requested to sit in their
regular seats as in the chapel seating list, as attendance will be taken.
The annual Christmas meditations
will be held in the Chapel next Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday morning from 7:20 to 7:40. Members of the
C. A. Cabinet will conduct each morning and the meditations will center
around the Christmas spirit in carols.

;
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Visitors to our campus this week
end were Maizie Joy N'41, Mary McKinney '38, and Grace Hfiyt, Bertha
Norton, Richard Plummer and Richard Hanson, who were the guests of
Ann Luella Cleveland '40. Bert Smith
'39 was one of the lucky femmes present at Maine's military ball. Ruth
Sprague spent the week end at her
home in Bath.
Coed parties seem to be very much
in vogue now. Friday one was held at
the Women's Union from 6:30 to 9:00.
The following people were present:
Eleanor Stockwell '41, Barbara Abbott '41, Frances Wallace '41, Priscilla
Leonard '41, Olympia Frangedakis
'41, Edith Hunt '41, Ray Gove '39,
Milton Nixon '39, Edward Raftery
'41, Bill Donnellon '41 and Ernest
Oberst '41.
A group of eight enjoyed another
dinner party Saturday evening at the
Union under, the direction of Ann
Luella Cleveland '40. Those present
were Marilyn Miller '41, Grace Hoyt,
Bertha Norton, Ann Luella Cleveland,
Richard Plummer, Kenneth Snow '39,
Richard Hanson and Robert Morris
'39.

(Founded in 1873)
Editor
(Tel 8-3364) .... ROLAND A. MARTONE '39
(Student Office Tel. 3782-J)
(The Auburn News 3010)
Managing Editor
(Tel. 8-3364)
DONALD F. WILLIAMS '39
Staff: Wilfred Howland '40, Marie Dodge '40, Pauline Chayer '40, Brooks
Hamilton '41, Frances Wallace '41.
Nexus Editor
(Tel. 8-3363)
MARK LELYVELD '40
Department assistants: Alumni, Robert Hulsizer '40; Debating, Eric
Lindell '40; Science, Bradley Lord '39.
Reporters: Russell Armstrong Jr. '41, Frank Brown '41, Brooks
Hamilton '41.
Women's Editor
(Tel. 3207)
Lois PHILBRICK '39
Departmental assistants: Features, Eleanor Cook '40; Exchanges, Carolyn
Hayden '40; W.AA., Barbara Rowelr '40.
Reporters: Ruth Robbing '39, Pauline Chayer '40, Carolyn Hayden '40,
Barbya Buker '39, Patricia Hall '40, Annetta Barrus '41, Jean Blanchard '41, Roberta Evans '41, Aino Puranen '41, Mary Jean Sealey '41,
Frances Wallace '41.
Sports Editor
(Tel. 8-3363)
GEORGE LYTHCOTT '39
Reporters: Leonard Jobrack '39, John McCue '40, Howard Kenney '40,
John Wilson '40, Sumner Tapper '40, Dwight DeWitt '41, Clinton
Forstrom '41, Dwight Quigley '41, Thomas Knowles '41.

Business Manager
(Tel. 8-4121)
ROBERT RIMMER '39
Advertising Manager
(Tel. 8-3363)
HARRY SHEPHERD '40
Circulation Manager
(Tel. 8-3363)
GEORGE RUSSELL '40
Department assistants: Oran Moser '39,. Frederick Whitten '41, Stan
Austin '41, Frank Bernauer '41, Warren Drury '41, Richard Smith '42,
Wesley Swanson '42, Roy Kimball '42, Edward Boulter '42, George
Dorothy Harms was hostess to a
Chaletzky '42, Chandler Baldwin '42, Frank Dietz '42, Roger
group
of seniors at her home followBlanchard '42.
ing the tea dance. Those present inttEPML^LNTfcC FOR NATK «AL ADVERTISING BY
cluded Dorothy Adler, Barbara KenPublished Wednesday during college National Advertising Service, Inc. dall, Lois Phi'.brick and Charles Alexyear by the Students of Bates College, «2Q^ ™"f" IZXZn. r. ander '38, Donald Bridges, Roger
Nichols and Ralph Child.
CHICAGO ■ BOSTON • LOS AHGILC9 ■ SAN FNANCISCO
Tuesday evening the Women's UnEntered as second-class matter at ion was the scene of an informal'
Ptaociated (Me&de Press
the Post Office, Lcwiston, Maine Christmas party given by and for the
women resident faculty.
Distributor of
Subscription . . . $2.50 per year
The Christian Association Cabinet
<^e6iate Digest
in advance
is presenting a farewell party for Dr.
and Mrs. Zerby at the Lewiston
YWCA. The guests will include Prof,
and Mrs. Seward as well as Dr. and
It 1S an histoncal hypothesis that when a race or a group discovers Mrs. Zerby. The two toasts which are
to be presented will be given by
a condit.on unfavorable to its well-being it starts a reactionary period Frank Coffin '40 and Selma Bliss '41.
against that condition. It is also an hypothesis that the swing of
Sunday evening many students took
that react.on does not stop at a medium point - but rather swings to advantage of Open House at Chase
the opposite extreme.
Hall to use the game room and the
new lounge.
The unfortunate accidents which introduced an element of gloom
into an otherw.se excellent campus spirit cover all undergraduates fairly
well. One of the injured was not an athlete, the other was outstanding in
athletics. One accident took place out of doors, the other within a campus buildjng. The former accident was the result of a spontaneous action,
the other came in the course of—but as an interruption to—a planned
schedule of activities. Because these accidents do cover almost the entire
undergraduate body, the Administrative reactions which may follow will
apply to the entire college.
*
W38
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Watch That Reaction !

FROM THE NEWS
TUNISIA, THE
EUROPEAN PUZZLE
Another monkey-wrench was
thrown into the wheels of European politics last week during a
speech by Italian Foreign Minister Galeazzo Ciano, Italians
shouted "Tunisia!. Tunisia!",
and the names of other places
forming part of the French Republic and its colonial possessions. This speech was the opening gun of an •'irredentist"
movement against France in the
territorial possession of Tunisia.

FRANCO-ITAL FRICTION
AN OLD PROBLEM
The Franco-Italian differences
in Tunisia are in no way a new
development; thev have existed
ever since France declared a protectorate in 1881. The Italians,
who colonized this territory in
the latter part of the 19th century, always felt that this territory was reserved for them and
that France swindled them. The
French in the 1935 accord recognized the Italians' special privleges. Italian population, which
numbers 94,000 to the French
108,000, received educational
privileges and maintained their
independent citizenship for children t»prn there up to 1965- This
agreement had apparently settled
the problem. If so, why the discord?
PRESENT DAY
CAUSES OF FRICTION
During the world depression
there have been three dominant
sources of friction in Tunisia.
The trade barriers in France
which have restricted such articles as colonial wine have been a
source of dissatisfaction. Then,
too, there have been pan-Islamic
and autonomists movements in
northern Africa with Tunisia as
the center. The third source of
friction is that of Italian demands
for complete sovereignty. That
the natives desire independence
and even dream of a pan-Islamic
State is natural, but thev have not
sll^wn in recent dnys that they

ROME-BERLIN AXIS
IMPORTANT FEATURE

Then, too, if the reaction to an accident is to the opposite extreme,
the effect it will have upon undergraduate spirit as a whole will be too
big a price to pay for a misfortune which everyone would have wanted
to prevent. The clamping down on what the public considers "roughhouse foolishness" would take away that certain spark of spontaneity
in action that keeps campus and college life from being fiat, dull, and
Coming Christmas holidays bring
monotonous.
*
the next winter sports season. Skiing
and skating will depend on real winThat the Varsity Club initiation should be modified or at least better ter weather. Basketball, a popular
supervised cannot be denied; but the total cessation of such an activity— spectator sport, will be offered again
which would be the result of an extreme reaction—would leave a gap in this year. There will be an opportunity for beginners as well as for
undergraduate life to big for any other activity to fill.
advanced players, and the Garnet and
Black tournament is to close the seaThen, too, if the Varsity Club is to be chastised for the accident son's practice.
which occurred at its initiation, there would be no reason for not makIn addition, there will be for the
ing snow-ball throwing a campus "crime" — and this at a college where first time this year a Round Robin
Tournament in Archery; the ten best
people pray for snow.
*
competitors will send their scores to
Thus, it seems, the real serious results of the unfortunate events of the the National Columbia Round, an intercollegiate contest. All those interlast few days js not so much that of controlling the activities in one
ested in this sport may obtain details
single organization, but the possibility that Administrative censorship of from Eleanor Stockwell '41.
undergraduate activities as a whole may tend toward extreme strictness.
The only Garnet-Black tournament
Varsity Club initiations should be controlled, admitted; campus tomfool- this season, the one in voHey ball, ocery should be overseered, granted; but the real thing that needs control- curs this week and next, with games
ling right now is the reaction of the Administration and of some under- on Tuesday, Wednesday and the following Monday at 4:30. The Black
graduates to the events of the past few days. There should be a reacteam consists of Betty Kelley '39,
tion, surely — but watch it closely!
Jean Hilliard '39, Ruth Robbins *39,

This Has Got To Stop
The percentage of undergraduates who undergo appendectomies
during their collegiate years is frightfully high; the percentage of appendicitis cases which are "strokes", which come suddenly to an otherwise
healthy student, is even more frightful. Diet cannot always be offered
as the reason for such conditions; the majority of people who draw up
chairs at the Commons or in Fiske are healthy and well-fed. The "mechanics" o,f eating, then, are often given as the cause for so many operations for the removal of rebellious appendixes. The time consumed in
eating, the manner of mastication, the amount of food held in the mouth
at one time — all are "mechanics" of eating. To be sure, a lecture on
mastication would seem extremely childish to a collegian, yet an appendix removal almost every week is no child's play. More than initiations
or snow-ball throwing, this activity should be controlled. A Faculty
Committee on Initiations should be organized after the establishment of a
Committee on Dining Rules. Two people a year at the CM.G. for accidents—and a score or more a year for acute "strokes" of appendicitis.
Granted, appendix trouble and accidents can happen anywhere and at
any time, but those "strokes" continue to pile up. The food, as was

Ruth Stoehr '39, Frances Clay '40,
Viola Adams '41, Ruth Bailey '41,
Anna Ford '41, and Elaine Humphrey
'42. The Garnets are: Joan Wells '40,
Patty Atwater '40, Fanny Longfellow
'40. Ginger Fuller '40, Barbara Rowell '40, Sadie Stevens '39, Judy Handy
'42, Dorothy Foster '42 and Alice
Turner '42. The games will be refereed by Miss Baker and will be open
to everyone. Sustitutes will include
other girls who have been out.

*>yL

By Milton A. Nixon '39

relish transfer to another European protector.
• • •

Granted, the activities of an organization should be supervised and
restricted by the Administration when those activities are of such a nature that they lead to physical injuries. But we must remember that
the fact that someone was injured during a cerain activity does NOT
necessarily mean that that activity is of a dangerous nature.

Campus Camera

Premier Mussolini's sudden
claims to the French territory
were met with a determined "no"
which acted like a tonic bracing
French
national
pride
and
strengthening her position in all
her colonies. The only questions
of doubt here raised is whether
the French are able to defend
their position in view of the Berlin-Rome axis: and whether or
not the axis exists in view of the
recent agreement between France
and the German Foreign Minister, Joachim von Ribbentrop.

MUSSOLINI'S
AIMS
It seems highly unreasonable
that Mussolini would make an
uncompromising demand
for
control of Tunisia. In all probability France would immediately
declare war and invade the northern part of Italy. England would
be drawn into the conflict due to
her interests and control of the
Mediterranean. The only possible
part that Hitler could play in the
conflict is the invasion of French
frontiers and this seems rather
dubious in view of the recent
French-German agreement. It is
more consistent to believe that II
Duce is using the "half-a-Ioaf"
policy, seeking to win some African concessions in French Somaland; namely, the control of the
railroad from Tubuti to Addis
Ababa, sixty miles of which is in
French hands ; and ultimately the
Suez Canal, since he is the second largest contributor to the

previously mentioned, is good, the diet wholesome and well balanced on
ihe whole. The actual dining, then, is what seems to need controlling.
The time at which a person can enter Fiske or the Commons is set.
W hy cannot the time at which they should leave also be set ? Serving each
cpurse separately, or individual service are other suggestions. The inconvenience to the waiters that would be created by the slower and personal service could be partially taken care of, at least, by the addition
of two or three "extra" waiters.
Certainly some survey should be made to determine just what, in
the course of a meal, is a factor to sudden "strokes" in healthy bodies,
and a definite attempt made to reduce the percentage of appendectomies.

Suez Canal Co.'s revenues. But
he is asking for territory which
he could not possible hope to win
without a general European war.
• • •
POSSIBLE EXPLANATION
OF ITALIAN DEMANDS
There are several possible explanations of the anti-French
movement in Italy. Mussolini was
reported to be disturbed by the
Franco - German understanding,
lest it weaken the Berlin to Rome
axis. It is also true that Mussolini, as Hitler's partner, has for
nearly a year stood by while Hitler has taken the "gravy". He
approved the Austrian Anchlus;
he supported Hitler, though some
believe half-heartedly, during the
Czechoslovak crisis. Now, it is
suggested, Mussolini feels that it
is his turn. For his prestige both
at home and abroad he needs
gains of territory or privilege.

HITLER'S
ATTITUDE?
What is Hitler's attitude ? Does
he approve of what Mussolini is
doing, urging Italy to hold
French attention while Germany
pushes ahead with her Eastward
expansion, or, did von Ribbentrop speak Der Fuehrer's mind in
the Franco-German agreemnt ?
Was the agreement another
"scrap of paper" to be filed away
with the Kellogg-Briand and
other anti-war pacts? Or was
this a diplomatic move on the
part of Der Fuehrer to weaken
Franco-Russian ties for his
Ukranian venture?
At the present time it would
be my judgment that both Hitler
and Mussolini are looking out for
their own ends. Mussolini's
greater objective is to control the
lands about the Mediterranean
and ultimately the whole sea. But
like most diplomats he is asking
for more than he expects to get.

HITLER'S
AIMS
Hitler sees in this program a
method of keeping both France
and Italy busy. He can whisper in
Mussolini's ear to go ahead and
at the same time keep on friendly
terms with France by giving the
appearance of Neutrality. He
can now go on .with his program
in the Danube valley and Hungary. The Danube valley has always been one of the Italian
dreams but while Hitler walks in,
Mussolini will be busy. Hitler
with his recent agreement with
France has started, in all probability, a breach in Franco-Russian
relations; thus Russia will have
lost an important ally. During all
this time France wjll be busy
with Italy.
POSSIBLE
OUTCOME
In my judgment the most probable outcome will be that Mussowill gain little, as usual; France
will gain nothing, as usual; and
Hitler will manifest the destiny
of "Mein Kampf".

ALUMNI NEWS
William Hamilton '37 was the second student to participate in a program of "externe" service founded by
the Hartford Seminary and the Washington Council of Congregational
Churches.
Similar to the interne system used
in the medical profession, the purpose of this cooperative plan is to
give the student a glimpse of his future life work, to raise the level of
training of a minister up to that of
other professions, and to heft)
churches which are temporarily down
because of faulty leadership or lack
of finances.
His congregation meets in an old
abandoned radio beam station in
Pasco: Washpgton, with a membership of 85 in church and Sunday
school. His people are fanners who
have been forced to leave the dust
bowl area and are starting anew here
on small tracts of land. Hamilton
says, "The whole thing is more or less
life in the rough and the minister before he is accepted by the people must
show his dexterity at riding, miHdng,
and herding the pigs."
•
•
•
Dana Hull N-39 has been accepted
into the Army Air Corps at Randall
Field, Texas, where Bob Frost '38 has
been since this summer.

HAL KEMP.
TEDWEEMSVJANGARBER
ARE ALL MEMBERS OF DELTA SIGMA
PHI FRATERNITY/
C*CP

Profs. Occupy Leisure
With Variety Of Hobbies
By Gladys Bickmore '42
Have you ever wondered what your
professors do in their spare time?
Their interests centainly include a varied group of activities.
Good old mother earth holds the attenton of several of our illustrious
faculty. Indeed, the garden has caught
the fancy of Prof. Paul Whitbeck, Dr.
Arthur Leonard and Dr. Edwin
Wright; and in addition to this, Dr.
Wright indulges in photography,
while Professor Whitbeck glories in
trying his hick at the art of fishing.
Outdoor sports afford relaxation for
a great many of our instructors:
Swimming serves to divert the mind
of that young Southern professor, Dr.
Robert McGee. Herr Buschmann, a
favorite chaperone of student activities, is a tennis enthusiast, while the
more rugged recreation of mountain

eftjmbfng a^prals BO Hie aaveiauruup ■

spirit of Prof. Sam Harms.
Every year about Thanksgiving
time, Dr. Fred Pomeroy and Dr. Anders Myhrman find diversion with
their hunting dogs and guns. Prof.
Walmstey, our energetic physical education instructor, follows the long,
snow-covered trails that lead to skiing enjoyment. Mr. Lawrence Kimball, an ardent sports fan, regards
track with the keenest interest, while
the gJ'"? of billiards holds the serious attention of Dr. Sweet.
Decidedly of a paternal mind is
Professor Robert Berkelman, whose
greatest delight is that of walking

with his ch: xln-n.
One of the most versatile memU
of the faculty is Prof. Lyle GlaJ
whom Robert Frost has named)
foremost rising, young, poet of
England. Not only a poet, Glai
devotes much time to the s
-nusic, and to the unusual hobbyl
painting scenery.
Prof. Fred Knap^. always of a 1
dious nature, spends his leisure tr>
lating the stories of Virgil and I
Certainly we all remember
splendid reproduction of the Rofaj
son Players, "Three Cornered Mooi
and are looking forward with antil
pation to the next dramatic perfd
mance directed by Mis? Laviq
Schaeffer, "The Cradle Song". In I
dition to play directing, Miss Scha
fer's interests also lie in the
athletics.
uur crnnain yaycnqroftsn,, ut. <?«
Bertocci, who is a writer of no lit
note, revels in conversation with iij
teresting people.
A hobby of an unusual type is thi
of Prof. Robert Seward, French i|
structr-r, who is greatly intrigued I
world affairs.
Last, but by no means least, is tl|
pastime of Prof. J. Murray Car
which is of a rather unusual natun
that of woodcraft.
Thus you see that your professor!
interests are as diversified as yo|
own, and that beneath their seemin
ly serious exteriors they are as idj
man as anyone.

An Open Letter To The Faculty And Officers
Of Bates College
Dec. 12, 1938.
During the past five days, members of the business staff of
The Bates Student have been soliciting you for your 1939 subscription to The Bates Student. The subscription is 82.5c and
includes the two issues of the Garnet which will be issued *■
year.
In the past years there has been a growing tendency among
members of the faculty and college officers to avoid subscribing
to The Bates Student. Either they feel that they can ge<
it free, or that the material in the Garnet and Student is «*
worth the small cost of a subscription. This tendency has grown
to such alarming proportions that from the very top to the bottom of the faculty there are well over half who do not subscribe
to the the Student or Garnet. This is, indeed, rather strange for
it might well be thought that of all people in the college, the faculty and its officers would l>e most anxious to follow the trend of
campus thought as represented by these publications.
This year we are conducting a 100% drive to encourage all
members of the faculty and officers of Bates College to subscribe
to the Garnet and Student.
In order to encourage subscribers we point out that they may
either obtain their copies by mail—or pick them up in the Library
on the day of publication.
The matter of complimentary copies has reached such alarming proportions that henceforth the Student wishes to warn all
recipients of such that with this issue they will be automatically
eliminated.
We need your cooperation. Won't you join us in a pleasant
year of closer student and faculty relations. Any member of the
Student staff will take your subscription.
-.

Sincerely,
ROBERT H. RIMMER '39'
Business Manager-
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Varsity Hoopsters Start Mass. Invasion Friday
jeetWPI, Williams, 'Woodbaryt Leading Scorer
xr
U Assumption Last
-r —
Year, Again Co-Captam
M enters its second year as
when the Bobcat basat Medford Fri** hi This game will open a four
|#S Youthen)" trip. From Tufts
e
r
m n,oves on to Worcester,
m vss „]] meet Worcester Tech
w\. ■ night. From there they shift
li»^3\villiamstown and wirl play
|i«: l° .Monday. Finally they return
fester Tuesday night to face
*° tion College. Following this
L team will disband for the
P^j, recess, and the members
W 3t.er to their respective homes.

Skiers Pray For
Snow Plan Schedule

doopsters will have to go some
fle jd, victory from the grasps of
noonnets in this trip. Of course,
jrengths of these teams are still
, unknown quantity at this early
If ^ the season, but the fact still
KK that they manage to put out
C.^ every year.
1. wrts coming out of Boston seem
tdicate that Tufts has a strong
'
this year, and will cause the
ts a lot of trouble. Worcester
fielding a veteran team, fea•*>>,
tw0 giants in Ray Forkey and
H'tolavsky, while Williams also has
'.veteran group.
Buck Spinks admits that he
,y be letting himself in for some
,*[ by scheduling such strong teams
|jh»-hom to open the season, but
jplasizes that any possible defeats
£ be offset by the advantages the
Bjwill gain by playing. He points
gthat he is using this trip to "get
,5K" on the work of his units, and
.observe how the various position
fcjges are working out.
4DHigh
•mtrsBack
A veteran crew will operate on the
Mrt for Bates this year.
Every
Msber of last year's team, which
neraged 40 points a game will be
talk, and will be seeking to start
4is year off in a different fashion
from last year's opener which saw the
Bobcats take a licking from Northtistem.

The recent rain was a shock to the
Bates skiers who are holding their
breath and praying for snow. The
schedule has not yet been made out
but there will no doubt be meeta with
Bowdoin and Maine on a home-andhome basis as well as the State Meet
to be held at Maine. As for the rest
of the schedule, time and weather
conditions will tell. A sporting goods
store in Waterville is angling for a
state meet to be hel-d at Waterville
I'it it is doubtful that the Bates club
will participate in such a meet—even
if it is held.
When asked about the prospects for
the season Coach Durgin was optimutic. He said that he could tell nothing definite until there was a chance
to see his charges in action, but he
did think the prospects looked rather
good. Fred Bailey and Ralph Good•vin were lost by graduation from las',
year's squad, but letter-men Bob Ireland and Ken Snow are back a^a'm a-=
well as all the rest of last year's
squad. The coach expects a lot from
Dick Thompson after he recovers
from a iece"t accident even thougn
he plans to devote most of his time
to track. Dick really won his letter
the first semester last year but as he
was a freshman then it was not
granted to him. There are a number
of freshmen out, some of whom are
supposed to be rather capable, but as
for this only time will tell. Perhaps
the best prospect among the freshmen
is Julie Thompson, brother of Dick
and the third of Coach Thompson's
contributions to Bates who is reported
to be quite a performer.

lay Vee Cagers Open
Slate with Teachers

When interviewed about the game
on
Dev. 15 between the jayvees and
The team, however, will not be at
Ml strength. Art Belliveau, injured Farmington State Teachers at the
during the football' season, is not in Lewiston Armory, Coach Spinks said

SPORT SHOTS
By GEORGE LYTHCOTT '39

By Sumner Tapper '40

try-out for his squad. Excluding lettermen, the. jayvees are to be picked
from the varsity squad. Certain borderline cases will be watched in this
game, and upon their performance) depends their jayvee or varsity standing. The jayvee team will be a reward
for those unable to make the varsity
squad, and wiH give them a chance to
develop. The two squads will not be
static. Poor playing of a varsity squad
member will bring him down to the
jayvee, white a jayvee may work up.

As is the case many times when an
incident, such as the accidental injury to one of the initiates in the recent Varsity Club inducting ceremonies, passes from person to person
and from newspaper to newspaper, a
certain element of exaggeration and
personal feeling creeps in; producing,
finally, more or less distorted views
concerning the general set-up and
precipitating factors in the case.

boy sports leaders annually. While
playing for South Portland, John was
a member of several championshipwinning teams. During this time he
was also named all-Southwestern
Maine Conference forward. This conference, as shown by the name, is
made up of the bigger schools in and
around Portland, and, for the benefit
of those interested, also includes Edward Little High of Auburn.

Johnnie was elected co-captain of
the team his senior year, and during
Coach Spinks said that Farming- this year was also named all-tourney
t order to carry through his policy
<Jsing two units throughout the ton usually has a very good team. forward. This tournament, held in
•^n, Coach Spinks has changed the Playing for them this year is a 6 ft. Lewiston, was then sponsored by
Pips he had working for him last 5 in. center named Card, who last Bates.
*f- Thus, Brud Witty and Howie year scored about 16 points per game.
While in high school, he also parNft who started all' the games,
ticipated in track, and was a leading
Crosby at forwards, and John Wood'"rds the end of the past season, as
interscholastic sprinter.
bury
at center.
""to, are now operating on the secFrom South Portland High WoodCoach Spinks has not yet disclosed
*-«nit, Austin Briggs and Art Wilbury moved directly to Bates, where
will
make
the
trip,
simply
anls have been shifted to the back who
that he wiH carry twelve he has been a member of both the
11515
on the starting five, which will nouncing
basketball and spring track squads,
S*iMhide Harry Gorman and Bing men.
Before the start of the hoop sport at
Bates, John played on his championship class team. Last year, with the
inauguration of basketball as a varDRUGGISl
sity sport, John was shifted from
forward position to center, and has
played there ever since. He won his
CORNER MAIN AND BATES STREETS
RE
TEL. 125
UABLE-PROMPT-ACCURATE-COURTEOUS
varsity sweater last year in basketball, and his class numerals in track.

m

R. W. CLARK

GEO. K. ELDER, PROP.

Communicate With Our Representative
Prudlla Leonard '41
HACKER HOUSE
FOR

SMART CHRISTMAS GIFTS OF
SPECTATOR SPORT DRESSES
SWING SKIRTS
COLORFUL SWEATERS
AUTHENTIC SKI TOGS
CHARGE ACCOUNTS ACCEPTED
T

J. MURPHY FUR COMPANY
Established 1873

Tel. 2143-2144

29 Ash St., Lewiston, Me.

In their first test of an eight game
schedule the Bates freshman basketball team plays Lewiston High on the
home court of the ratter, tomorrow
night. The Bobkittens fully realize
that they are in for a stiff battle with
the local school boys. The frosh have
had little scrimmage as yet, while
Coach Kelley's boys are veterans of
two years' team play together.

lack of plan—every practice in the
initiation that night was but a rehearsal of practices that have occurred, at least, in the past four
years at the annual ceremonies. This
is to say that every activity undertaken in the recent initiation has been
included for years in the inducting
ceremonies of the club, and not one
was inserted as a new item by this
year's outfit. We might mention here
Coach Spinks plans to use as manj
that many of the practices of former
In speaking of exaggeration we do years were not included this year, in of the yearlings as possible, in the efnot refer at alt to the extent of the an effort to make for a cleaner and fort to ascertain the first string men
of this season. So many of the twentyinjury, for a lack of sufficient biologi- generally better initiation.
eight candidates will see action in the
cal knowledge prevents our making a
game.
statement of any sort concerning the
But be all this as it may, a certain
injury. We refer here to exaggera- stigma will be attached to the activThe probable starting line-up will
tion of the various practices incorpor- ities of the organiation. The club gets
ated in the ceremony which we have a black eye at a time when it hurts be as follows: McLaughlin and
since read and heard of as being most, and unfortunately too, for dur- Driscoll, forwards; Norm Johnson,
brutal, strenuous, dangerous, and ing the past year, at a suggestion in center; Sanbloom and Flannagan,
hap-hazard. Technically, we have to the form of an ultimatum from col- guards. In the quintet are two former
agree that the various aspects of the lege authorities the officers and mem- All-Maine players, Hugh McLaughlin
initiation were dangerous, as evi- bers have made an attempt to make and Tom Flannagan, who played on
denced by the occurence of the inci- the club mean something as an organ- the sensational Bridgton hoop team of
dent about which we write. But, can ization on campus. They have tried, last season. Norm Johnson, the 195
we not bring this element of danger and have succeeded in creating for pound center, appeared last year with
into any of our activity—be it an ini- the club some worth while objective the Gould Academy five. Walt Dristiation, playing a game of tennis, tak- aims—an aspect of the organization's coll, of Naugatuck, Conn., has shown
ing a nap, crossing an intersection, or activity that has been sadly neglected up well at practice and has been commPrely reaching for another bon-bon? during the past three or four years. mented on by many varsity players for his perfect eye at shagging
The accusation of brutality and And now when the group is in a posi- baskets. The fifth man on the team
tion to point out some accomplish- is Warren Sandbtoom who played no
strenuousness almost brings a laugh,
for perhaps the most brutal practice ments, some definite services on cam- organized ball last season. However,
of the entire initation consisted of pus other than giving an annual dance "Sandy" looks good and is counted on
several lusty whacks with a quarter and ushering at athletic contests, for many baskets throughout the
inch, foot-long paddle, on the spot when they have held an Initiation ex- season.
where most of us have been chas- cluding much of the horseplay and acCoach Spinks has much reserve
tized at one time or another. As for tivity of former years—all in an efstrenuousness, the word of the ini- fort to regain lost prestige and to power in the following: Red Francis,
tiates wiH speak for that — most establish the organization as a defi- football end of last season, Doc Forthought it an "easy" initiation, and nitely functioning entity, a situation tini, Sal Gianquinto, Lou Harvey, Earl
though the most disconcerting and arises to once again put the organi- Wentzell, Al Aucoin, John Draper
and Ed Boulter as well as many
nerve wracking aspect was being zation in a bad light.
blind-folded throughout the ceremony
others.
Yes, the accident was unfortunate
Th opinions of many of the initiates
Coach Spinks, when interviewed,
is voiced in a letter written by one of from more angles than one, for this
them, appearing in the Dec. 10th Lew- year's Varsity Club has done more said: "We expect to have a close
Johnny Woodbury '39
iston Evening Journal.
and has meant more as a real campus game. That is, we hope that it is a
Woodbury hails from South PortNow as regards the initiatory prac- organization than any other varsity close game and that their experience
land and got his early training in tices being hap-hazard and showing group in recent years.
won't set our boys back too much."
basketball in the high school there.
Those of us at Bates who follow
Maine scholastic sports, will recognize

High scorer on the Bobcat hoop
machine, that was the high honor
gained by Johnny Woodbury '39 last
season. And, not only did he lead all
his teammates in putting the ball
through the basket, but he was one
of the high scorers in the State Series, finishing second to Burrill of
Colby by only four points. This year
John also has the honor of being selected as co-captain of the team for
the second season in a row.

:
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Francis Stover, who operated as a
unit last year, have not come out,
though there is a hope that any barkers to their participation will be rested, and they might report after
Qr:stmas..To add to all this, Freddie
Ititten, who wa3 converted from
prd in order to bolster up the weakad forward squad, hurt his leg in a
rimmage last week. Should this teg
Eto respond to treatment this week,
•id's loss wilt be deeply felt on the

Frosh Cagers Open
With Lewiston Thurs.

Hoop Sport
John's Favorite
Outside of his athletic activities,
Woodbury plays in the band, and is a
member of Jordan Scientific and the
Varsity Club. Besides the activities,
he has managed to attain 80 and 2.6
in his grades.
"My favorite sport," John admits,
"is basketball. It requires coordination of mental and physical activity.
It requires a degree of cooperation
with the group and also personal responsibility.''
The biggest thrilV of John Woodbury's athletic career came in his first
game as a varsity player in high
school. Sent in as a substitute, with
his team trailing to a State championship Winslow High School team,
which had been undefeated for two
years, he led an offensive attack
which turned the tables and enabled
South Portland to upset the dope by
winning 36-26.
John, or "Junior" as he is more affectionately dubbed by his friends, is
majorng in mathematics, working for
his B.S. degree. Following his graduation, he plans to follow teacher
coaching as a profession.

Sophs Lead In
Annual Xmas Relays
The class of 1941 leads in the annual Christmas relays, after two days
of competition, with fifteen points.
The junior and freshman classes were
following closely in a second place tie
with thirteen and a half points, while
the senior class trailed with two
points.
The sophomore class took firsts in
both relays and the high jump. The
one lap relay was won by the sophs
Monday in the good time of one minute and sixteen and one-fifth seconds.
George Coorssen '41 was not pressed
to win the high jump with a leap of
five feet six inches. Pole vaulters
Holmes and Maggs also scored in this
event as did freshman prospect Harvey. John Sigsbee '42, who is expected to be the leading scorer for the
frosh in these relays, put the shot
fifty feet two and three-eighths inches
to edge out George Russell '40.
The class of '40 appear to have a
good chance to regain their title won
last year as the longer runs and relays are coming up. The seniors
are competing as an unorganized
team. In the two lap relay Don
Bridges '39 ran the~ Tead-off position
and then followed up by running anchor for his team.
The Summary
One Lap Relay—Won by Sophomores
(O'Shaughnessey,
Quigley,
Morris, Shannon); 2nd, Juniors (Shepherd, Holmes, Bussey, Rollins); 3rd,
Freshmen OPaine, Sigsbee, Damon,
Boone); 4th, Seniors (Pierce, Foster,
Bridges, Pierce). Time: 1.16 1-5.
Two Lap Relay—Won by Sophomores
(O'Shaughnessey,
Quigley,
Morris, Howarth); 2nd, Freshmen
(Paine, Mabee, Fisher, Sharfenberg);
3rd, Juniors (Crooker, Coffin, Shepherd, Rollins) 4th, Seniors (Bridges,
Pierce, Foster, Bridges). Time: 2.47.
High Jump—Won by Coorssen '41;
2nd, tie between Maggs '40 and Harvey '42; 4th, Holmes '40. Height: 6-6.
Shot Put—Won by Sigsbee '42; 2nd,
Russell '40; 3rd, Hibbard '40; 4th,
Parmenter '42. Distance: 50-2 3-8.
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FOUR

Crosby Forecasts

AT THE THEATRES Freshman Debaters
Receive Assignments
EMPIRE
Thurs. Fri. Sat. - Dec. 15, 16, 17
"The Shining Hour" with Joan
Crawford, Margaret Sullivan and
Robert Young.
Mon. Tues. Wed. - Dec 19, 20, 21
"The Christmas Carol" with Reginald Owen and Terry Kilburne.
AUBURN
Thurs. Fri. Sat. - Dec 15, 16, 17
"There Goes My Heart" with
Frederick March and Virginia
Bruce.
Mon. Tues. Wed. - Dec 19, 20, 21
"Youth Takes a Fling" with Joel
McCrea and Andrea Leeds.

WINTER SPORTS
HEADQUARTERS
SHOE SKATES
$3.49 up
(White for girls)
HOCKEY STICKS
75c up
Clothing for the Well-dressed Skier
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

jHunnewelPs
COURT STREET

Members of the freshman debating
squad have recently been assigned positions on the subject of a British alliance, by virtue of their choice as follows: First affirmative, Priscilla
Bowles, Gladys Bickmore, Thomas
Howarth, George Kirwin and Sumner
Levin; second affirmative, Doris Borgerson, Patrick Harrington, Ardith
Lakin, Robert McKinney, Elise
Woods; first negative, Daniel Dustin,
Paul Quimby, Carolyn Wood: second
negative, Charles Buck, Manuel
Nunes, Stanley Smith. Each speaker
will meet with some member of the
varsity to prepare a standard case
for his side. Coaches have been assigned to each group as follows: First
affirmative, Leighton Dingley "39;
second affirmative, Eugene Foster '39;
first negative, Ira Nahikian '40; and
second negative, Robert Spencer '41.

HOOD'S
Delicious Ice Cream
Now Being- Sold at Your
BATES COLLEGE STORE

AUBURN

DUKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Durham, N- C
DROP INTO

The Quality Shop
Featuring

Hamburg: Sandwiches
Hot Doga and Toasted Sandwiches
Have Yon Tried Our Silex OoffeeT
Ut COLLEGE STREET
8 minutes from Campus
Open 7 A. M. to 10.50 P. M.

Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year. These may be taken consecutively (graduation in three and
one-quarter years) or three terms
may be taken each year (graduation
in four years). The entrance requirements are intelligence, character and
three years of college work, including the subjects specified for
Class A medical schools. Catalogues
and application forms may be obtained from the Dean.

Our Christmas Gift To You !
Until December 25, we will cleanse and press one pair of trousers
or one sweater FREE with every suit, drss or overcoat that you
have Sanitone cleansed.

Tel. 3820 - Happy Holidays - WATKINS

Fran' Fifth Frosh
To Undergo Knife Successful Season

Chase Open House
Saturday Night

Science Exhibition
Dates Are Announced

There will be a special dance and
open house at Chase Hall next Saturday night, Dec 17. Ali of the facilities of Chase Hall will be open to
coeds and eds alike. In addition to
this and the usual dancing the finals
in the pool, billiard, bowling and pingpong tournament will- be held during
the evening.
Chester Parker, chairman of the
Chase Hall committee, announced that
this will make it possible for those
interested to watch the finalists in action and at the same time enjoy dancing. Parker also stated that all other
participants in the tournament should
be out to beat "Mayor" Simonetti,
who is considered a dangerous threat
in both the pool and bowling events.

The biennial science exhibition is to
be held on Thursday and Friday,
Feb. 23 and 24, it was announced this
week by the general committee composed of members from each of the
science clubs on campus. While final
plans have not yet been completely
worked out, considerable work has
been done in preparation for this exhibit. The following persons have been
chosen to head the exhibition committees in the various departments:
Robert Malone '39, biology; Trenor
Goodell '39, physics; John Woodbury
'39, mathematics; Reuben Scolnik
'39 and Bradley Lord '39, chemistry.

Seniors who elect Supervised Educational Practice one semester have
a chance to teach for one month, supervising three different classes.
Those already in action are: Dana
Wallace and Roger Jones, at Morse
High, Bath; Erna Larrabee, Bridgton
High; Ruth Brown, South Paris High;
Waden Irish, Mechanic Falls; Lucy
Morang and Chester Parker, Winthrop
High; Barbara Leonard and Eleanor
Smart, Hallowell High; Barbara Buker, Evelyn Copeland, Dorothy Weeks,
Gardiner High.

Call 4040

Dec.

The condition of Richard Lovelace Dec.
'41, who received an eye injury two
weeks ago, has greatly improved in
the last few days, declared Dr. H. R.
Miller, his physician.
Dec.
Dick has been up and around for
about a week, and it is expected that
he will be able to attend classes in a
Dec.
few days. Until the condition of his Dec.
eye improves more, he wilt reside at
the home of his sister who lives here
in Lewiston.

fa far
BATES STUDENTS

And Tell Your Folks Of Our

You'll Want
PIPES — CIGARETTES — CIGARS
FOR XMAS
Buy 'Em Here at Very Lowest Prices

Excellent Trade In Values

Davis Smoke Shop

WADE & DUNTON MOTORS

28 ASH ST.

PRIZE CITPR. FOUNTAIN
PENS, LAKES' SILK
UMBRELLAS & LEATHER
HAND BAGS
Leather Bin Folds
Book End* - docsn

Burnstone-Osgood
JHWBLBR8
LEWISTON . MAINE

LEWISTON

Compliments of

We can show you a variea
■dfifHon of

1ST MAIN ST.
OUR AIM IS TO SATISFY
WITH OUR QUALITY FOOD

Think Of

Lewiaton, Maine

Christmas
City
is a favorite Gift Shoppy c
for College men and Woni **

Men like the distinctive Coll^j,
cut of Arrows.

Arrow
Shirts

Purity Restaurant

When The FORDS Roll By Bates Campus

For Real Courteous Taxi Service

The College Store

Dec.

Lovelace '41 Reported
Rapidly Gaining

William "Bing" Crosby -39 was featured on WCOU's Bates Collegian
program Friday afternoon. In response to questions put by Chris Madison '39, Crosby gave the inside story
of the basketball situation. He outlined Coach Spinks' two unit system
as a plan by which one team will
play as hard as possible for ten minutes and then will be replaced by another team, thus keeping fresh players continually on the court. In view
of the speeded-up type of play, this
new strategy will be a great asset.
Anticipating a successful season,
"Bing" predicted that Bates would
CALENDAR
win the State title, with Colby trail14—Lawrance Chemical Society ing in second place.
Round Table
This Friday at five p. m. Edward
15—Varsity Play
Stanley '39, editor-in-chief of the
Women's
Union
Dinner "Buffoon", will be the speaker.
Party
General Assembly
15—Deutsche Verein Christmas
Paul K. Stewart, Bates '38, and a
Party
aesident of Portland, has been named
Varsity Play
winner of third prize in a national
Art Club Regular Meeting peace oration contest, conducted by
17—Chase Hall Open House — the Interollegiate Peace Association.
CA Dance
Stewart, who is now studying in the
Buffet Dinner Party — Wo- Cornell Law School, was a prominent
men's Union
debater while here, and president of
18—Christmas Vespers
the Debating Council his senior year.
19—Faculty Round Table Christmas Party
Lambda Alpha Christmas
Party

Frances Glidden '42 successfully
underwent an appendectomy at
the CMG hospital Friday night
after suffering a stroke of acute
appendicitis that evening. Miss
Glidden, library assistant and
member of the Heelers and other
campus organizations, is the fifth
freshman to go under the- knife
this year.
"Fran's" boy-friend and parents
came from North Conway, N. H.(
to see the convalescing patient.

PECKS

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.

TUFTS
BROTHERS

LEWISTON, MAINE

Printing Specialists

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

Telephone 1710

$2
They like the fine tailoring- tW
patterns- (plenty of white). A]
sizes and sleeve lengths.

Arrow Ties
$1
A perfect combination — An
shirt — Arrow tie — made t
together.

TYPEWRITERS
Standards And Portable!
FOR-SALEandTOLETl

John G. West]
TEL. 2326

133 Main St|

COLLEGE STREET
193 MIDDLE ST.

LEWISTON

SHOE HOSPITAL
All Kinds of Shoe Repairing!
67 College St.

-

Lewiston, Me.|

BILL
THE BARBER
FOR
EDS AND CO-EDS
CHASE HALL Hours: 9-12-Hl

The
Auburn
News
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Prescription Specialists

All through the year
and all around the clock Chesterfield's
milder better taste gives millions
MORE PLEASURE

field

. the blend that can't be copied

niwri COMBINATION
wmumniiui, V
j trie
...aI* HAPPY
of
the
world's best cigarette tobaccos
Copyiight 193s, LIGGETT & Mytfs TOBACCO CO,

At Christmas time send these pleasure-giving cartons of Chesterfields—
packaged in gay holiday colors-welcomed by smokers everywhere.
You 11 find Chesterfields a better cigarette because of what they give you—more
smoking pleasure than any cigarette you
ever tried—the
—'" •'&•"
right w'*vni»tfun
combination UJ
of rniia
mild
"{' ^me-grown and aromatic Turkish
tobaccos rolled in pure cigarette paper.

DRUGS
— SUND"88
FOUNTAIN and LUNffl**
SERVICE
Telephone 36W
Cor. College and Sabattus Stt-

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY
Auburn, Me.

T&m

Agent
ROBERT MORRIS ™

A Bates Tradition
SAY IT WITH ICE CRE*M

GEORGE A. R°SS
ELM STREET
B»H 19*

